The Practice

SURRENDER
INTO

SPACE
Embrace the space and surrender
into the state of pure gratitude

French Pyrenees
15th June - 20th June
with

Laura and Ziba

Throughout this 6 day/5 night retreat,
immersed in the heart of nature, we will
provide you with the chance to travel
deeply within yourself, open your heart and
surrender. Using the physical practice of
yoga asana we will create space in the
body by noticing how the use of breath and
slight micro movements can allow the
Prana to flow more easily. Through the
explorations of these micro adjustments
you will find more space in each posture,
allowing you to connect to the sensation of
expansion and expansiveness that resides
within. Our heart opening practices will
enable you to sink into surrender and
hopefully experience the all composing
sensation of bliss and gratitude that follows
such moments.
Ziba will lead us in Satsang / Group spiritual
reflection. Which will serve as an
opportunity to ask questions and examine,
ponder
and
contemplate
through
independent thought. She offers you an
independent route to enquiry supported by
the 3 Vedic pillars : Shruti - truth
Anubhava - experience Yukti - Inference
Surrender all the preconceived notions of
who you think you are, surrender the need
to be anything other, surrender to a higher
power, surrender to the flow of the universe,
soften, except, receive, BE.

Daily Schedule

7:00am: Light breakfast
8:00am: Meditation/ Journalling
9:30am: Yoga practice
112:00pm: Lunch
1:30pm: Option to explore or rest
18:30pm: Satsang / Yoga Nidra/ Yin Yoga
19:30pm: Dinner

The Pyrenees

The magic of the Pyrenees is hard to
describe in words and even pictures do not
capture its true beauty. It's expansive, raw
nature, untouched by man brings you right
back home to yourself. The mountain energy
sparks a fire that burns long after you leave
and pulls you back time and time again. The
majestic mountain peaks and wild roaming
animals demand your presence as you are
stuck with moments of awe inspiring beauty.
Throughout our time here will visit crystal
clear
lakes with the option to try wild
swimming and the magnificent Cirque de
Gavarnie where we can hike up to the
beautiful waterfalls.

Teachers

Whats Included?

Yoga Practice: Pranayama breath work and physical
asana, movement connected with breath and
focused awareness.

Ziba also known as the Philosophical Yogi
spent 4 years living in India studying the
entanglement of Yoga, Vedanta and
Samkhya as well as writing and teaching the
Applied Practices of Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras.
More recently she moved to Wales where she
is nestled in nature pondering, contemplating
and absorbing the subtle nurturing qualities
that arise from its combined essence and
occasionally recording philosophical
conversations with fellow explorers.
Yoga teacher and Hypnotherapist, Laura
Helm is passionate about helping others
release fears and limiting beliefs in order to
step into their true light. Using yoga and self
enquiry to connect to a deeper level of truth,
learning to listen to the inner 'guru' and
developing trust in self on the path to
liberation. She founded The Yoga House
Seignosse, a yoga school and retreat centre
in South West France, nestled between
forests, lakes and the ocean she is most at
home when in nature. Her graceful, strong
and embodied yoga style has a heavy focus
on presence and breath.

Satsang / Group spiritual reflection: An opportunity to
ask questions and examine, ponder and
contemplate through independent thought.

Lodgings

La Grange de Bâa is a beautiful barn located
on 7 hectares of land, with its own private
meadow , woodland and waterfall. A place
where you can feel at home, this really is the
space to immerse yourself nature and
simply BE.

Meditation in Nature : Using natures qualities to
connection with your essence and absorb.
Yoga Nidra / Yogic sleep : Traversing the frequencies
and subtle nature of mind to experience insights and
plant a seed of your heart’s desire “Sankalpa”.
3 Vegetarian meals per day
Afternoon outings: Trips to local waterfalls, lakes and
mountain peaks.

Not included: Flights, Airport transfers, Additional
Treatments, meals bought in local restaurants.
The nearest airport is Pau airport transfer can
be arranged please enquire for details.

Bedrooms
3 private rooms, each with a double bed,
priced at £990 for 1 person or £1700 for 2
people sharing.
1 dorm room sleeping 6, priced at £699 per
person.
Early bird price - book before 1st December
£890 private room
£1550 2 people sharing private room
£599 dorm bed

If you feel called to join us for this
special retreat please contact Laura
at
theyogahouseseignosse@gmail.com
to reserve your place. A deposit can
secure your booking and payment
plans are available.

